CONSERVATION DISTRICT TREE SALES

HOW IT WORKS…..

We hold two tree sales a year. We sell reasonably priced bareroot seedlings and transplants of pines, spruces & cedar as well as a variety of deciduous trees like oaks, maples, poplars and others. We also offer conifer plugs, fruit trees, shrubs, wildflower & native grass seeds, forestry supplies and books. The stock we sell is native (or nearly-native) and geared toward wildlife habitats.

Our **spring sale** catalogs are mailed out, or available on our website, in *mid-Feb*. We take **orders** up until the distribution weekend which is in *mid-Apr*. After distribution weekend, which is held at an off-site location, we bring the limited remaining stock back to our office and sell until it is sold out which usually takes another 2 weeks.

Our **fall sale** is limited to only bareroot conifer transplants; blue spruce, white spruce, Norway spruce, white pine and white cedar. Our fall sale flyer is mailed out in our newsletter, or available on our website, in *early-Sept*. We take **orders** up until the distribution weekend which is in *early-Oct*. After distribution day, which is held at an off-site location, we bring the limited remaining stock back to our office and sell until it is sold out which usually takes another 2 weeks.

We accept cash, checks, Visa, Mastercard, Discover & American Express credit cards. Sorry, no debit cards.

You may secure an order by phone or fax with a credit card, mail in an order or stop in our office. We do not have the ability to accept orders via our website. But, you can download our catalog and an order form.
The volunteer in yellow is holding a bareroot, extra large, 4-5 year old, 20-30 inch, blue spruce transplant. The volunteer on the right is holding a bareroot, 4 year old, 10-14 inch transplant.

On the table above is a stack of various bareroot conifers, hardwood and shrub seedlings.

This is one 6-8 inch white spruce plug. The roots of a plug are contained in a small amount of growing medium.

Below the volunteer is handling a bundle of bareroot conifer seedlings.
The volunteer above is holding one bareroot, 2-3 foot, hardwood or shrub seedling.

This picture shows orders packed for customer pick-up. Fruit trees can be 4-6 feet tall (shown in black bags). The white bag to the right would contain 25 to 50 conifer transplants depending on the species. You can see it is about the size of a large lawn and leaf bag.

The volunteer below is holding about 25 bareroot, 3-4 foot, hardwood or shrub seedlings.